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The CCNA Data Center (640-911) Practice Exam helps prepare you for Cisco’s 640-911 exam. The practice exam does not contain any brain dump questions (which are so harmful to our industry). Rather, it contains a set of 73 questions covering topics on the actual exam (as identified on Cisco’s exam blueprint). However, the most valuable part of the practice exam is the detailed explanation of why each correct answer is correct. The practice exam is written entirely by CCIEs who are passionate about Cisco technologies. With this resource, instead of memorizing answers, you’ll learn the technology at a deeper level, helping you be successful not only on the exam, but in the real world.

Not a "bad" practice exam, but sadly, not even worth $10. Don't waste your money, and if you do, don't let this book lull you into a false sense of security which will cost you $250 when you fail the exam. This book was free during a promotion period and I added it to my Kindle library then. Bottom line, not nearly as difficult as the actual exam. Not even close! I took the exam this morning and passed, but I have other experience to draw on. These questions are way too easy and straight
forward. These type of easy single / multiple choice questions only make up a small percentage of an actual exam. Also, as another reviewer pointed out, there are many topics on the exam not covered here. You can expect maybe 5 questions this easy on the test. This practice exam is only good for a hiring manager with no tech experience to use as an interview tool (question bank), for their lowest level entry position. I feel the author only wrote this book as a promotional tool for his website (used as the author’s name) and it’s sad to see that a couple of the other 5 star reviewers are also IT trainers who obviously should know this book doesn’t cut it (in my opinion). One of the reviewers is also a technical reviewer for the second book in this series?! Bogus, and neither one discloses their affiliation with the author. Shady business practices from "respectable" well known IT trainers. Pass or Fail, never forget "IT Certification" is a business and it’s not in the business’ interests to see you pass on the first attempt.

This is not valid anymore, they have changed the test and ask a lot more specific questions about Nexus models features and licensing. Also does not cover any routing protocol configuration which is now included., twinax cables, more IPv6 stuff.

So I purchased this product about a week ago and sat for my exam today (passed). Having taken a dozen or so Cisco exams in the past, I mostly knew what to expect in terms of style and format. I felt about 60-70% prepared for the real exam based on the types of questions asked in this practice exam (having only gone through in one pass). Nexus is brand new in our shop and I don’t have much hands-on experience with it, so unfortunately this product was a little light on the command-line questions in my opinion. I was kind of leaning on my R/S experience (as a CCNP) which helped tremendously in filling in gaps, but unfortunately that’s not always the case for candidates. However, all in all this product gets 5 stars because personal opinions notwithstanding, it certainly delivers on similarity in content of exam questions, offers a SUPERIOR solution than dumps (almost anything is better than that), and the price-point (and digital format) makes this an absolute no-brainer! Really hoping you all do a CCNP DC series as well! (Bought the 640-916 already, I’ll report on that next month as well.)

Preparation is the key to success in most areas of life, and the CCNA Data Center 640-911 exam is no exception. Often times in a multiple choice environment, we will jump to an answer or avoid an answer to quickly. This practice exam will assist in getting a feel for the question style as well as help focus on the correct answer, based on what the focus of the question really is. Anyone who is
planning on taking the 640-911 certification exam should definitely use this practice exam first!

Finally practice exam materials that are accurate, exam focused, and that provide clear explanations. I just hope to see more of these from 1ExamAmonth.com

Like other reviewers have pointed out; there are just too many typos for a such a short book/pdf. Sorry, did not expect this from someone who is 2x CCIE.

I've read through some of the questions and explanations and so far have seen one that's not correct. Question 18 asks what field in the 802.3 header signals the receiving computer that the transmission of the frame is about to begin. The explanation states that the answer is the SFD field, but that is not one of the choices. Have also seen some typographical/grammatical errors (Question 14.)
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